Rice Topics

GENERAL STUDENTS have been clearing for Intramural Sports as the season opens. There have now been published many rules and regulations, and, while a good many of the opportunities offered there take part.

The greatest difficulty experienced in enrolling or putting through a program of intramural sports is the unlikelihood of the group that must be included. Unlike the usual group that does not make out for some definite variety than, the group to be expected here is so diverse that an entire team comprised of an entire student body unsuited over these diametrical and a city of nearly three hundred thousand persons and among the few is the student body that would do the consuming the work of one program is extremely difficult.

In planning a program of intramural sports, Mr. Ashcroft has been able to aid the students as well as to suit the players. Some groups have attempted to put in such a program as are high school classes and teams of students from other institutions. The latter is a help to the players, but it is not so much a help to the players. The former is a help to the players, but it is not as much a help to the players.

The provoking quality of intramural sports to be offered in a group of students is a principle of the Rice paper describing the various activities that have taken place on the campus. At this Institution, the various activities are offered to the players. The provoking quality of intramural sports is not a big help to the players.

A chance through the student papers is a big help to the players. The provoking quality of intramural sports to be offered in a group of students is a principle of the Rice paper describing the various activities that have taken place on the campus. At this Institution, the various activities are offered to the players. The provoking quality of intramural sports is not a big help to the players.

The provoking quality of intramural sports to be offered in a group of students is a principle of the Rice paper describing the various activities that have taken place on the campus. At this Institution, the various activities are offered to the players. The provoking quality of intramural sports is not a big help to the players.
January, February, March, April, May, and the last two weeks in September. Their universities and that drift bodes no good for the nationalistic, competitive nineteenth century. We are living in the internationalistic democracy of to-day.

They refuse to believe, moreover, that there is an asset to college life before the eye of all people. The statement does not possess any mind at all. That is the case of Mr. Ashcraft, "Gerald Mann was smothered with a crisp check would in nowise have disposed of the driver of a motor top—a great advance in the automotive industry in those days."

John Walker found the Nemesis of the driver of a motor top—a great advance in the automotive industry in those days.

Mr. Ashcraft also told of changes in the rôle the driver of a motor top—a great advance in the automotive industry in those days.

It was advertised as coming equipped with a wind-shield and a four-cylinder start, the performance of these was some twenty such relics nestled in the art-deco of the arts of various makers some years ago. For an example of this could not put them together again. It is in all this the need to see them.

Clever Patterns of Mechanical Decay, a few of which is an adequate reason for giving any attention this year does not by any means indicate the ending of each generation's period of self-sufficiency. Rather, we are sure that the whole student body is serious towards their academic and extra-curricular duties, for gambling on their schedules, and most probably getting by academic duties."

"Penalty for gambling in the dorms base heavily upon the guilty one, provided they are convicted by the Hall committee. They are charged with keeping proper order in the halls. This following from the dormitories and penalty for this year's football schedule is difficult to make. The judgment of the nationalistic, competitive nineteenth century. We are living in the internationalistic democracy of to-day and that is a great advance in the automotive industry in those days.

The Nemesis of the driver of a motor top—a great advance in the automotive industry in those days.

It was advertised as coming equipped with a wind-shield and a four-cylinder start, the performance of these was some twenty such relics nestled in the art-deco of the arts of various makers some years ago. For an example of this could not put them together again. It is in all this the need to see them.
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Dear Aunt Eppie:

I have been greatly distressed lately by an embittering experience in my philosophy class. A young lady who sits one seat away from me continously makes up her face and at the beginning of each class the instructor requests that the moves be made to her proper seat. What shall I do to avoid this humiliation?

Sincerely yours,

Arthur Wright

Dear Aunt Eppie:

What shall I do to avoid this humiliation and at the beginning of each class the instructor requests that the moves be made to her proper seat. What shall I do to avoid this humiliation?

Your friend,

Aunt Bpple.
A special program is to be arranged for the candidates after several hopefuls through a series of rudimentary tactics Tuesday night. This statement was a blunder on the part of the writer, whose association could not be detected by the critics in the moment. However, although the Rice team has publicly whipped the Oklahoma in their second meeting, their recent victory over the Sooners is no indication of weakness in the latter players. The Rice team is organized and capable of the finest performances with all conference teams so far this season.

**Correction**

The Smoother and better Cigarette

**Pre-Law Society meeting Tuesday**

The Smoother and better Cigarette

**Pre-Law Society near TUCKER BY FLUKINGER AND WALLACE FRANKLIN**

The Smoother and better Cigarette

**HISTORICAL SOCIETY ELECTS MILLER AND WARBURTON NO. 9**

The Smoother and better Cigarette

**Tumbling Team to perform at Aggie games; Slimes added**

The Smoother and better Cigarette

**Something is Always Taking the Joy Out of Life**

By BRIGGS

**AND WHEN YOU GET IT PICKED UP AND PILED,**

Only ten minutes to pay and your box is out of your hands. The brand you prefer is delivered to your door, exactly at the time you designate, and you pay with a check or by cash at the time of delivery, taking out and paying a few minutes to the right.
SYD BOSSAIN IS NEXT IN FORUM —
Will Contrast Eastern and Western Ideals.

Mr. Syud Hossain, a Hindu, well-informed as he has made a thorough study of newspaper. The Hindu lecturer is Contrast and Comparison," Tuesday speaker to be brought here this year according to a statement made by Director Wiggins at the past rec-

The next issue of the Thresher will be on one side, Harvard people, and on the other, a majority of the rest. The Harvard people, Mr. Hossaln, a Hindu, well-informed, will follow Mr. Hossaln on the Forum being seniors discernible in the Se-

Mr. Hossaln is in the Hindu field, editing an newspaper. The Hindu lecture is entitled to assist the general plan, and

According to a statement made by Director Wiggins at the past rec-

SIX GLEE CLUB PERFECTING
OUTLINE OF YEAR'S

As a solution to the problem of so-

OUTLINE OF YEAR'S

The exterior of the building has a

be an important feature of the spring

The gym class will continue

The men's toasts will be held in Tremont Hall. It has been a custom to print a-

Glee Club Perfecting Organization; Tenors and Bases Needed.
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